8:00 am  Registration Breakfast

9:00 am  Introduction by Alfredo Estrada, LATINO Magazine

9:15 am  Welcome by Maxine B. Baker, SVP, Impact Areas, AARP Foundation

9:30 am  Panel One: “Challenges to Reducing Food Insecurity”
Moderator: Maggie Biscarr, AARP Foundation
Panelists:  Ellen Teller, FRAC
           Yanira Cruz, Nat’l Hispanic Council on Aging
           Shannon Huneke, UnitedHealthcare

10:15 am  Panel Two: “On the Table: Childhood Nutrition and Food Insecurity”
Moderator: Duke Storen, Food and Nutrition Service
Panelists:  Rita Jaramillo, National Latino Children’s Institute
           Maritza Kelley, First Focus Campaign for Children
           Lourdes Diaz, Sodexo

11:00 am  Coffee Break

11:15 am  Panel Three: “The Role of Faith-Based Organizations”
Moderator: Roxana Barillas, Ctr. for Faith-Based Partnerships, USDA
Panelists:  Carlos Duran, National Hispanic Christian Leadership Conference
           Lily Echeverria, Spanish Catholic Center
           JK Granberg, Alliance to End Hunger

Noon  Lunch Break

1:00 pm  Remarks by Janet Murguia, NCLR

1:15 pm  Panel Four: “Finding Solutions: Case Studies in Fighting Hunger”
Moderator: Dalia Smith, LATINO Magazine
Panelists:  Bill Ruby, Denny’s
           Courtney Smith, Share Our Strength
           Kate Houston, Cargill

2:00 pm  Presentation of Lideres de Esperanza by Rocky Egusquiza, AARP

2:15 pm  NO MAS HAMBRE Call to Action

2:30 pm  Conclusion